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Staring unflinchingly into the abyss of slavery, this spellbinding audio transforms history into a story

as powerful as Exodus and as intimate as a lullaby. Sethe, its protagonist, was born a slave and

escaped to Ohio, but eighteen years later she is still not free. She has too many memories of Sweet

Home, the beautiful farm where so many hideous things happened. And Setheâ€™s new home is

haunted by the ghost of her baby, who died nameless and whose tombstone is engraved with a

single word: Beloved. Filled with bitter poetry and suspense as taut as a rope, Beloved is a towering

achievement.
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In this Pulitzer Prize-winning novel of 1988, Toni Morrison frees herself from the bonds of traditional

narrative and establishes an independent style, just as her characters have freed themselves from

the horrors of slavery and escaped from Kentucky to Ohio. Revealing the story of Sethe and her

family as they survive the brutality of the farm, only to encounter torments even more punishing than

whippings after they escape, Morrison presents scenes in a seemingly random order, each scene

revealing some aspect of life for Sethe, her boys, her dead baby Beloved, and the new baby

Denver, both in the past and in the present. Moving back and forth, around, and inside out through

Sethe's recollections, she gradually reveals Sethe's story to the reader, its horror increasing as the

reader makes the connections which turn disconnected scenes into a powerful and harrowing

chronology.As the novel opens, Sethe and Denver have lived in #124, a house in Ohio, for eighteen

years, refusing to socialize and enjoying no company. When Paul D. Garner, one of the Sweet



Home men and a friend of her long-missing husband, arrives on her doorstep and moves in, Sethe

slowly reveals her long-buried nightmares, and the two share their stories of the events leading up

to their escape. Most haunting to Sethe is the death of her young daughter Beloved, shortly after the

escape from the farm, though the reader does not know for many pages the shocking manner of her

death. When a ghostly figure who calls herself Beloved arrives at #124, shortly after Paul D.,

Morrison creates mystery and a heart-stoppingly tense atmosphere when Beloved moves in. As

Beloved gradually takes over the household and seems to demand and then possess Sethe's soul,

the sorrow which has burdened Sethe seems close to breaking her.
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